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Abstract
We introduce a notion of gluability for poset-indexed Bridgeland slic-
ings on triangulated categories and show how a gluing abelian slicing on
the heart of a bounded t-structure naturally induces a family of perverse
t-structures. Our setup generalises the one of Collins and Polishchuk. As
a corollary we recover several constructions from the theory of t-structures
on triangulated categories. In particular we rediscover Levine’s theorem:
the Beilinson-Soule´ vanishing conjecture implies the existence of Tate mo-
tives.
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1 Prologue
A common feature shared by several constructions involving t-structures
on triangulated categories is the following. One starts with a (possibly in-
finite) semiorthogonal decomposition {Dn}n∈I⊆Z whose triangulated sub-
categories Dn are endowed with distinguished t-structures and, thanks to
the vanishing of certain Ext groups, ends up with a new t-structure on
D together with an Harder-Narashiman-type filtration on its heart. In
terms of Bridgeland slicings (in the slightly generalized version presented
in [GKR04,FLM15]), this corresponds to trading a Zˆ ×lex Z-slicing for a
Z×lex Zˆ-slicing, where Zˆ denotes the ordered set of integers (with its usual
order) endowed with the trivial Z-action, and the subscript ‘lex’ means
that the product is given the lexicographic order. The aim of this note is
to characterize the condition allowing this ‘exchange of factors’, which we
call ‘gluability’ as it is a direct generalization of the gluing of stability con-
ditions introduced by Collins and Polishchuk in [CP10], which is in turn
reminiscent of the ‘recollement situations’ considered in [BBD82]. Once
the gluability condition has been explicited, it is pretty immediate to iden-
tify several examples from the literature where this condition is more or
less implicitly occurring. In particular, we are able to rediscover Levine’s
theorem: the Beilinson-Soule´ vanishing conjecture implies the existence of
Tate motives [Lev93]. Other examples include Beilinson’s construction of
a distinguished t-stucture from a filtered structure on a triangulated cate-
gory [Bei], the t-structure obtained by Marcr`ı from exceptional collections
with Ext vanishings in [Mac07], and the construction of a distinguished
t-structure on the Fukaya category of the trivial C-bundle over a symplec-
tic manifold M exhibited by Hensel in [Hen17]. Moreover, we show how
the distinguished t-structure built out of a gluable slicing always come
with a whole family of ‘perverse” variants. For instance, the ‘perverse mo-
tives’ considered in [SW18] and the ‘perverse coherent sheves’ considered
in [AB10] arise this way. A closely related example is the construction
of the exotic t-structure on the derived category of A-modules, for A a
Koszul algebra, obtained by Koszul duality [BGS96].
In this note we assume he reader is familiar with the language of
Bridgeland slicings [Bri07], in its generalization for an arbitrary poset J
endowed with a Z-action considered in [GKR04] and surveyed in [FLM15].
We refer to [FLM15] for the notation and the definition used here. In
particular we use the language of stable ∞-categories; the reader who
prefers not to use higher categories will find no difficulty in verbatim
translating each of the statements and proofs presented here in the more
classical language of triangulated categories.
2 The gluing procedure
Let D a stable ∞-category or, if one prefers a more classical setting, a
triangulated category. If one considers Bridgeland slicings indexed by ar-
bitrary partially orderes sets (endowed with a compatible Z-action) as
in [GKR04], then one can think of associating with any Z-poset J the
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set of J-slicings on D . This defines a ‘slice functor’ on the category of
Z-posets, see [FLM15, Remark 3.12]. The slice functor actually hides a
greater potential. Indeed, even if we don’t have a morphism of Z-posets
(but just a Z-equivariant map), then under suitably conditions the slice
functor can still be applied.
2.1 f-compatible slicings
We begin by recalling the construction of the slice functor; see [FLM15]
for details. Let J be a Z-toset, i.e., a totally ordered set together with a
monotone action of Z, that we will denote by (n, x) 7→ x+ n. A J-slicing
on a stable ∞-category D is a morphism of Z-posests t : O(J) → ts(D),
where O(J) is the Z-poset of the slicings of J (i.e., the decompositions of
J into a disjoint union of a lower set L and of an upper set U), and ts(D)
is the Z-poset of t-structures on D .
Clearly, if f : J → J ′ is a morphism of Z-tosets, then
f−1 : {subsets of J ′} → {subsets of J}
induces a Z-equivariant morphism of Z-posets f−1 : O(J ′) → O(J), and
so composition with f−1 gives a morphism
f∗ : J-slicings on D → J
′-slicings on D
t 7→ t ◦ f−1.
The slices of f∗t are given by Df∗t;j = Dt;f−1({j}), for any j ∈ J
′. Notice
that, as f is monotone, the subset f−1({j}) is an interval in J . It is
immediate to see that f∗ restricts to a map
f∗ : Bridgeland J-slicings on D → Bridgeland J
′-slicings on D .
Namely, if Hjf∗t(X) = 0 for every j ∈ J
′ then H
f−1({j})
t
(X) = 0 for every
j in J ′. As we are assuming the J-slicing t is a Bridgeland slicing, this
implies that Hφ
t
(X) = 0 for every φ in f−1({j}), for every j. Therefore
Hφ
t
(X) = 0 for every φ in J and so, again by definition of Bridgeland
slicing, X = 0. Also, if Hj
f∗t
(X) 6= 0 then Hf
−1({j})
t
(X) 6= 0 and so (again
by the Bridgeland slicing condition) there exists at least an element φ in
f−1({j}) such that Hφ
t
(X) 6= 0. As the J-slicing t is Bridgeland, the total
of these φ’s must be finite, so only for finitely many j we can have such a
φ. In other words, the number of indices j in J ′ such that Hjf∗t(X) 6= 0
is finite.
Notice that, if t is a Bridgeland slicing of D , and f : J → J ′ is a
morphism of Z-tosets, then for any slicing (L,U) of J ′, the lower and the
upper categories Df∗t;L and Df∗t;U can be equivalently defined as
Df∗t;L = 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈L
Df∗t;U = 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈U
where 〈S 〉 denotes the extension-closed subcategory of D generated by
the subcategory S . In particular the slices of are given by Df∗t;j =
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〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)=j.
Remark 2.1. The right hand sides of the above two expressions can
clearly be defined for every morphism f from J to J ′ (i.e., not necessar-
ily monotone nor Z-equivariant), and as soon as f is Z-equivariant, the
assignment
(L,U) 7→ (〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈L, 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈U)
is an equivariant morphism from O(J) to pairs of subcategories of D .
Clearly, when f is not monotone there is no reason to expect that the pair
(〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈L, 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈U) forms a t-structure on D .
Yet, it interesting to notice that the condition that f be monotone is
only only sufficient in order to have this, and can indeed be relaxed.
Definition 2.2. Let J and J ′ be Z-tosets, and let f : J → J ′ a map
of Z-sets (i.e., a Z-equivariant map, not necessarily nondecreasing). A
Bridgeland J-slicing t of D is said to be f -compatible if the condition
‘f(φ) > f(ψ) with φ ≤ ψ’ implies Dt;φ  Dt;ψ and Dt;φ  Dt;ψ[1].
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Remark 2.3. Clearly, if f is monotone, then every J-slicing t is f -
compatible as the condition ‘f(φ) > f(ψ) with φ ≤ ψ’ is empty.
Remark 2.4. Let J and J ′ be Z-tosets, let f : J → J ′ a map of Z-sets,
and let g : J ′ → J ′′ be an isomorphism of Z-posets. Then a Bridgeland J-
slicing t of D is f -compatible if and only if it is (g◦f)-compatible. Similarly,
if h : J ′′ → J is an isomorphism of Z-posets, then t is f -compatible if and
only if (h−1)∗t is (f ◦ h)-compatible.
Lemma 2.5. Let J and J ′ be Z-tosets, and let f : J → J ′ be a Z-
equivariant morphism of Z-sets (i.e., not necessarily a monotone map)
and let t be a Bridgeland slicing of D which is f-compatible. Then, for any
slicing (L,U) of J ′, the pair of subcategories (〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈L, 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈U )
is a t-structure on D .
Proof. As f is Z-equivariant and U + 1 ⊆ U , we have
〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈U [1] = 〈Dt;φ[1]〉f(φ)∈U
= 〈Dt;φ+1〉f(φ)∈U
= 〈Dt;φ+1〉f(φ+1)∈U+1
= 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈U+1
⊆ 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈U
and similarly for the lower subcategory 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈L. To show that
〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈U  〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈L
it suffices to show that, if f(ψ) ∈ L and f(φ) ∈ U then Dt;φ  Dt;ψ. As
L∩U = ∅ we cannot have ψ = φ, so either ψ < φ or vice versa. In the first
1Given two subcategories S1 and S2 of D we write S1  S2 to mean that D(X1, X2)
is contractible for any X1 ∈ S1 and any X2 ∈ S2. It is easy to see that S1  S2 implies
〈S1〉  〈S2〉, see [FLM15, Lemma 4.21]
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case, Dt;φ Dt;ψ by definition of Bridgeland J-slicing. In the second case,
we have φ < ψ and f(φ) > f(ψ) as f(φ) ∈ U and f(ψ) ∈ L. Therefore,
since t is f -compatible, Dt;φ  Dt;ψ. Finally, we have to show that every
object X in D fits into a fiber sequence
XU //

X

0 // XL
with XL ∈ 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈L and XU ∈ 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈U . As t is a Bridgeland
slicing, we have a factorization of the initial morphism 0→ X of the form
0 = X0
α1−−→ X1 · · ·
αı¯−→ Xı¯
αı¯+1
−−−→ Xı¯+1 −→ · · ·
αn−−→ Xn = X
with 0 6= cofib(αi) = H
φi
t
(X) ∈ Dφi for all i = 1, · · · , n, with φi > φi+1.
Let us now consider the sequence of symbols L and U obtained putting
in the i-th place L if f(φi) ∈ L and U if f(φi) ∈ U . If this sequence is of
the form (U,U, . . . , U, L, L, . . . , L), then there exists an index ı¯ such that
f(φi) ∈ U for i ≤ ı¯ and f(φi) ∈ L for i > ı¯ (with ı¯ = −1 or n when all
of the f(φi) are in L or in U , respectively). Then we can consider the
pullout diagram
Xı¯ //
fL

0

X // cofib(fL)
together with the factorizations
0 = X0
α1−−→ X1 · · ·
αı¯−→ Xı¯
and
Xı¯
αı¯+1
−−−→ Xı¯+1 −→ · · ·
αn−−→ Xn = X.
The first factorization shows that Xı¯ ∈ 〈∪
ı¯
i=0Dφi〉 ⊆ 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈U while
the second factorization shows that cofib(fL) ∈ 〈∪
n
i=ı¯+1Dφi〉 ⊆ 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈L.
So we are done in this case. Therefore, we are reduced to showing that
we can always avoid a (. . . , L, U, . . . ) situation in our sequence of L’s and
U ’s. Assume we have such a situation. Then we have an index i0 with
f(φi0) ∈ L and f(φi0+1) ∈ U . This in particular implies f(φi0+1) > f(φi0)
with φi0+1 < φi0 . As t is f -compatible, this gives Dt;φi0+1 (Dt;φi0 [1]). In
particular, D(H
φi0+1
t
(X),H
φi0
t
(X)[1]) is contractible. Now consider the
pasting of pullout diagrams
Xi0−1
αi0
//

Xi0
αi0+1
//

Xi0+1
γ

0 // H
φi0
t
(X)

// Y

// 0

0 // H
φi0+1
t
(X) // H
φi0
t
(X)[1].
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As the arrow H
φi0+1
t
(X) → H
φi0
t
(X)[1] factors through 0, we have Y ∼=
H
φi0+1
t
(X)⊕H
φi0
t
(X) and the above diagram becomes
Xi0−1
αi0
//

Xi0
αi0+1
//

Xi0+1
γ

0 // H
φi0
t
(X)

ι2
// H
φi0+1
t
(X)⊕H
φi0
t
(X)
pi1

// 0

0 // H
φi0+1
t
(X) // H
φi0
t
(X)[1],
where ι2 and π1 are the canonical inclusion and projection. Let β : Xi0+1 →
H
φi0
t
(X) be the composition
β : Xi0+1
γ
−→ H
φi0+1
t
(X)⊕H
φi0
t
(X)
pi2−→ H
φi0
t
(X).
Then we have a homotopy commutative diagram
Xi0−1
αi0
//

Xi0
αi0+1
//

Xi0+1
β

0 // H
φi0
t
(X)
id
// H
φi0
t
(X)
(where only the left square is a pullout), and so the composition αi0+1 ◦
αi0 factors through the homotopy fiber of β. In other words, we have a
homotopy commutative diagram
Xi0−1
αi0
//
α˜i0

Xi0
αi0+1

fib(β)
α˜i0+1
// Xi0+1
Writing X˜i0 = fib(β), we get the pasting of pullout diagrams
Xi0−1
α˜i0
//

X˜i0
α˜i0+1
//

Xi0+1
γ

0 // H
φi0+1
t
(X)

ι1
// H
φi0+1
t
(X)⊕H
φi0
t
(X)
pi2

0 // H
φi0
t
(X).
That is, by considering the factorization Xi0−1
α˜i0−−→ X˜i0
α˜i0+1−−−−→ Xi0+1
we have switched the cofibers with respect to the original factorization
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Xi0−1
αi0−−→ Xi0
αi0+1−−−−→ Xi0+1. Therefore, writing φ˜i0 = φi0+1 and
φ˜i0+1 = φi0 , we now have f(φ˜i0) ∈ U and f(φ˜i0+1) ∈ L. That is, we
have removed the (. . . , L, U, . . . ) situation from the position i0, replacing
it with a (. . . , U, L, . . . ) situation, while keeping all the labels L,U before
this positions unchanged. Repeating the procedure the needed number of
times, we eventually get rid of all the (. . . , L, U, . . . ) situations.2
Remark 2.6. It follows from the proof of Lemma 2.5 that the objects
XL and XU in the fiber sequence XU → X → XL associated with the
t-struture (〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈L, 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈U ) on D satisfy
XL ∈ 〈Dt;φ; f(φ) ∈ L and H
φ
t
(X) 6= 0〉
XU ∈ 〈Dt;φ; f(φ) ∈ U and H
φ
t
(X) 6= 0〉
Lemma 2.7. For any j ∈ J ′ we have
〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)=j = 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)≤j ∩ 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)≥j .
Proof. Clearly, 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)=j ⊆ 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)≤j ∩ 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)≥j , therefore we
only need to prove the converse inclusion. Let ∈ 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)≤j∩〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)≥j .
Then in particular X ∈ 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)≥j and so there exists a factorization of
the initial morphism 0→ X of the form
0 = X0
α1−−→ X1
α2−−→ · · ·
αn−1
−−−→ Xn−1
αn−−→ Xn = X
with 0 6= cofib(αi) ∈ Dφi with f(φi) ≥ j for all i = 1, · · · , n. As
((−∞, j], (j,+∞) is a slicing of J ′, reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 2.5
we can arrange this factorization is such a way that f(φi) > j for i ≤ ı¯
and f(φi) = j for i > ı¯. Therefore, again by reasoning as in the proof of
Lemma 2.5 we get a fiber sequence of the form
X>j //

X

0 // Xj
with X>j in 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)>j and Xj in 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)=j . This is in particular a
fiber sequence of the form X>j → X → X≤j , with X≤j ∈ 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)≤j .
As (〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)≤j, 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)>j) is a t-structure on D by Lemma 2.5, there
is (up to equivalence) only one such a fiber sequence. And since X ∈
〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)≤j, this is the sequence 0→ X
id
−→ X. Therefore X = Xj .
Proposition 2.8. Let J, J ′ be Z-tosets, and let f : J → J ′ be a Z-
equivariant morphism of Z-sets (i.e., not necessarily a monotone map)
and let t be a Bridgeland slicing of D which is f-compatible. The map
f!t : O(J
′)→ ts(D)
(L,U) 7→ (〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈L, 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)∈U )
defined by Lemma 2.5 is a Bridgeland J ′-slicing of D , with slices given by
Df!t;j = 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)=j .
2This is somehow reminiscent of the ‘bubble sort’ algorithm.
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Proof. The map f!t is manifestly monotone and Z-equivariant (see the
first part of the proof of Lemma 2.5), so it is a J ′ slicing of D , and its
slices are given by Df!t;j = 〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)=j by Lemma 2.7. We are therefore
left with showing that it is finite and discrete. Given an object X in D , let
{φ1, . . . , φn} be the indices in J such that H
φi
t
(X) 6= 0 and let {j1, . . . , jk}
the image of the set {φ1, . . . , φn} via f . Up to renaming, we can assume
j1 > j2 > · · · > jk. Consider now the factorization
0 = X0
α1−−→ X1
α2−−→ · · ·
αk−1
−−−→ Xk−1
αk−−→ Xk = X
of the initial morphism of X associated to the decreasing sequence j1 >
j2 > · · · > jk by the J
′-slicing f!t. The cofibers of the morphisms αi are
the cohomologies H
(ji+1,ji]
f!t
(X) and, by Remark 2.6, we have
H
(ji+1,ji]
f!t
(X) ∈〈Dt;φ; f(φ) ∈ (ji+1, ji] and H
φ
t
(X) 6= 0〉
= 〈Dt;φ; φ ∈ {φ1, . . . , φn} and f(φ) ∈ (ji+1, ji]〉
= 〈Dt;φ; φ ∈ {φ1, . . . , φn} and f(φ) = ji〉
⊆ 〈Dt;φ; f(φ) = ji〉 = Df!t;ji .
Therefore
H
(ji,ji−1]
f!t
(X) = Hjif!tH
(ji,ji−1]
f!t
(X) = Hjif!t(X).
This tells us that, if all the cohomologies Hjf!t(X) vanish, then also all the
H
(ji ,ji−1]
f!t
(X) vanish, and so X = 0. Finally, if j˜ /∈ {j1, . . . , jk}, then there
exists an index i such that ji+1 < j˜ < ji and so (ji+1, j˜]∩{j1, . . . , jk} = ∅.
The above argument then shows that
H
(ji+1,j˜]
f!t
(X) ∈ 〈Dt;φ; φ ∈ {φ1, . . . , φn} and f(φ) ∈ (ji+1, j˜]〉 = {0}.
It follows that
Hj˜f!t(X) = H
j˜
f!t
H
(ji+1,j˜]
f!t
(X) = Hj˜f!t(0) = 0,
for every j˜ /∈ {j1, . . . , jk}. So in particular, for any X ∈ D , the cohomolo-
gies Hj
f!t
(X) are possibly nonzero only for finitely many indices j.
Remark 2.9. If f : J → J ′ is a morphism of Z-tosets, then every Bridge-
land slicing of t of D is f -compatible and one has f!t = f∗t.
Proposition 2.10. Let J, J ′, J ′′ be Z-tosets, let f : J → J ′ and g : J ′ →
J ′′ be Z-equivariant morphisms of Z-sets (i.e., not necessarily monotone
maps), and let t be a Bridgeland slicing of D . If t is f-compatible and f!t
is g-compatible, then t is (g ◦ f)-compatible, and
(g ◦ f)!t = g!f!t.
Proof. Let φ, ψ in J be such that φ ≤ ψ and g(f(φ)) > g(f(ψ)), and let
ξ = f(φ) and η = f(ψ). As J ′ is a totally ordered set, either ξ ≤ η or ξ > η.
In the first case we have g(ξ) > g(η) with ξ ≤ η. As f!t is g-compatible,
this implies Df!t;ξ  Df!t;η and Df!t;ξ  Df!t;η[1]. By definition of f!t we
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have Dt;φ ⊆ Df!t;ξ and Dt;ψ ⊆ Df!t;η, therefore we have Dt;φ  Dt;ψ and
Dt;φ  Dt;ψ[1]. In the second case we have f(φ) > f(ψ) with φ ≤ ψ. As t
is f -compatible, this again implies Dt;φ Dt;ψ and Dt;φ Dt;ψ[1]. Finally,
for any j ∈ J ′′ one has
Dg!f!t;j = 〈Df!t;ξ〉g(ξ)=j = 〈〈Dt;φ〉f(φ)=ξ〉g(ξ)=j = 〈Dt;φ〉g(f(φ))=j = D(g◦f)!t;j .
2.2 The exchange map
Let now J1 and J2 be two Z-tosets, and let J1×lexJ2 and J2×lexJ1 the two
Z-tosets obtained by considering the lexicogaphic order on the products
J1×J2 and J2×J1, respectively, and the diagonal Z action. The following
lemma is immediate.
Lemma 2.11. The exchange map
e : J1 × J2 → J2 × J1
(j1, j2) 7→ (j2, j1)
is Z-equivariant.
Definition 2.12. Let J1 and J2 be Z-tosets. A Bridgeland J1 ×lex J2-
slicing t of D is said to be gluable if it is e-compatible, where e : J1×J2 →
J2 × J1 is the exchange map.
Example 2.13. Let J1 = {0, 1} with the trivial Z-action and let J2 = Z
with the standard translation Z-action. Then a J1 ×lex J2-slicing t on D
is the datum of a semiorthogonal decomposition (D0,D1) of D toghether
with t-structures ti on Di. Spelling out the definition, one sees that the
{0, 1}×lexZ-slicing t is gluable if and only if D0;≥0D1;−1 and D0;≥0D1;0,
and so if and only if D0;≥0  D1;0. As D0;≥0 is generated by the subcat-
egories D♥0 [k] for k ≥ 0, this is equivalent to D
♥
0  D
♥
1 [n] for all n ≤ 0.
When this happens, the glued slicing e!t is a Z×lex {0, 1} slicing on D , i.e.,
is the datum of a bounded t-structure on D together with a torsion the-
ory on its heart. More precisely, the heart of e!t is the full ∞-subcategory
D
♥e!t of D on those objects X that fall into fiber sequences of the form
X1 → X → X0 with Xi ∈ D
♥
i , while the torsion theory on D
♥e!t is
(D♥0 ,D
♥
1 ), i.e., precisely the pair of hearts of the two subcategories in the
semiorthogonal decomposition.
This is exactly the setup of [CP10], which on the other hand is a partic-
ular case of the classical gluing construction of t-structures by [BBD82],
explaining both our nomenclature and motivation.
Lemma 2.14. Let J1 and J2 be Z-tosets, and let t be a Bridgeland J1×lex
J2-slicing of D . If t is gluable and Z acts trivially on J1, then e!t is a
gluable J2 ×lex J1 slicing of D .
Proof. Let (j2, j1) ≤ (j
′
2, j
′
1) in J2 ×lex J1 be such that (j1, j2) > (j
′
1, j
′
2)
in J1 ×lex J2. As t is gluable, we have
De!t;(j2,j1) = 〈Dt;(i1,i2)〉e(i1,i2)=(j2,j1) = 〈Dt;(j1,j2)〉 = Dt;(j1,j2),
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since slices are extension closed. As (j1, j2) > (j
′
1, j
′
2), we have Dt;(j1,j2) 
Dt;(j′
1
,j′
2
) by definition of slicing, and so De!t;(j2,j1)  De!t;(j′2,j
′
1
). Finally,
De!t;(j2,j1)[1] = Dt;(j1,j2)[1] = Dt;(j1,j2)+1 = Dt;(j1,j2+1),
since the Z-action on J1 is trivial. The condition (j2, j1) ≤ (j
′
2, j
′
1) with
(j1, j2) > (j
′
1, j
′
2) is actually equivalent to j2 < j
′
2 and j1 > j
′
1, so in
particular we have (j1, j2) > (j
′
1, j
′
2+1).This implies Dt;(j1,j2)Dt;(j′1,j
′
2
+1)
and so De!t;(j2,j1)  De!t;(j′2,j
′
1
)[1].
2.3 Upper graphs and monotone maps
Definition 2.15. Let U : J → O(J ′) be a map of sets. We denote by ΓU
the subset of J × J ′ defined by
ΓU = {(j, j
′) ∈ J × J ′; j′ ∈ Uj}.
For f : J → J ′ a map of sets, we denote by (< f,≥ f) : J → O(J ′) the
composition of f with the map
J ′ → O(J ′)
j′ 7→ ((−∞, j′), [j′,+∞)).
The upper graph of f is the subset Γ≥f of J × J
′.
Lemma 2.16. Let U : J → O(J ′) be a map of sets. Then ΓU is an
upper set of J × J ′ with the product order if and only if U is a map of
posets U : J → O(J ′)op. In particular, Γ≥f is an upper set if and only if
f : J → J ′ is a nondecreasing map, i.e., a map of posets J → J ′op.
Proof. Assume (L,U) is a map of posets from J to O(J ′)op. Pick (j, j′) ∈
ΓU and suppose (j, j
′) ≤ (k, k′) in J×J ′. As (L,U) is monotone and k ≥ j,
we have Uj ⊆ Uk; as (j, j
′) ∈ ΓU , we have j
′ ∈ Uj . Therefore j ∈ Uk. Since
Uk is an upper set and k
′ ≥ j′, we get k′ ∈ Uk, i.e. (k, k
′) ∈ ΓU . Vice
versa, assume ΓU is an upper set, and let j ≤ k in J . For any j
′ ∈ Uj , the
element (k, j′) in J × J ′ satisfies (k, j′) ≥ (j, j′) in the product order and
so (k, j′) ∈ ΓU . This means j
′ ∈ Uk and so Uj ⊆ Uk. To prove the second
part of the statement, notice that the map j 7→ ((−∞, j′), [j′,+∞)) is a
map of posets from J ′ → O(J ′). Therefore, if f : J → J ′op is a map of
posets, then also (< f,≥ f) : J → O(J ′)op is a map of posets. Vice versa,
if (< f,≥ f) : J → O(J ′)op is a map of posets then for every j ≤ k in J
we have [f(j),+∞) ⊆ [f(k),+∞) and so f(k) ≤ f(j).
Proposition 2.17. The map
Γ: Pos(J,O(J ′)op)op → O(J × J ′)
U 7→ ΓU
is an isomorphism of posets.
Proof. Let U1 ≤ U2 in the partial order on Pos(J,O(J
′)op)op, and let
(j, j′) ∈ ΓU2 . Then j
′ ∈ U2;k ⊆ U1,j and so (j, j
′) ∈ ΓU1 . This means
ΓU1 ≤ ΓU2 in O(J×J
′). Next, for any morphism of posets U : J → O(J)op
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we have that (j, j′) ∈ ΓU+1 if and only if j
′ ∈ (U +1)j Pick and upper set
U˜ of J × J ′ and set, for j ∈ J
UU˜ (j) = {j
′ ∈ J ′; (j, j′) ∈ U˜}.
The subset UU˜ (j) ⊆ J
′ is an upper set. Indeed, if j′ ∈ UU˜ (j) and k
′ ≥ j′
in J ′, then (j, k′) ≥ (j, j′) in the product order on J×J ′ and so (j, k′) ∈ U˜
as U˜ is an upper set. Next, if j ≤ k in J and j′ ∈ UU˜ (j), then (k, j
′) ∈ U˜
as U˜ is an upper set, and so j′ ∈ UU˜ (k). This shows that UU˜ (j) ⊆ UU˜ (k),
and so UU˜ is a map of posets from J to O(J
′)op. Moreover, if U˜1 ≤ U˜2
in O(J × J ′) then UU˜1 ≤ UU˜2 in Pos(J,O(J
′)op)op. Therefore we have a
map
γ : O(J × J ′)→ Pos(J,O(J ′)op)op
U˜ 7→ UU˜ .
which is straightforward to see to be the inverse of Γ.
2.4 Perversities
Assume J and J ′ are Z-posets. Then O(J)op is a Z-poset with the
generator 1 acting as U 7→ U − 1. The action of Z by conjugation on
Pos(J,O(J ′)op) is therefore given by (U ∔ 1)j = Uj−1 − 1. To see that
U ∔ 1 is still a morphism of posets from J to O(J ′), let j ≤ k in J . Then
(U ∔ 1)j = Uj−1 − 1 ⊆ Uk−1 − 1 = (U ∔ 1)k. The conjugation action,
however, does not define a structure of Z-poset on Pos(J,O(J ′)op), as it
is generally not true that U ≤ U ∔ 1. This condition is indeed equivalent
to Uj ⊆ (U ∔ 1)j , i.e., to Uj + 1 ⊆ Uj−1 for any j in J , and this is not
necessarily satisfied by a morphism of posets U : J → O(J ′)op.
Definition 2.18. A (J, J ′)-perversity is a map of posets U : J → O(J ′)op
such that
Uj + 1 ⊆ Uj−1
for any j in J. The set Perv(J, J ′) of all (J, J ′)-perversities inherits a
poset structure from the inclusion in Pos(J,O(J ′)op)op. It is a Z-poset
with 1 acting as U 7→ U ∔ (−1).
Remark 2.19. Notice that the shift action on (J, J ′)-perversities is given
by U 7→ U ∔ (−1). Namely, by construction the Z-action U 7→ U ∔ 1 is
monotone on the set of perversities with the order induced by the inclusion
in Pos(J,O(J ′)op), and the order on Perv(J, J ′) is the opposite one. The
reason for considering this order is, clearly, Proposition 2.17.
We have seen in Lemma 2.16 that a function f : J → J ′ defines a
morphism of posets (≥ f) : J → O(J ′)op if and only if f is a morphism of
posets from J to J ′op. When this happens, (≥ f) is a (J, J ′)-perversity if
and only if f(j − 1) ≤ f(j) + 1, for every j ∈ J . In the particular case
J = Z, assuming as usual that J ′ is a Z-poset, we can define a new function
pf : Z→ J
′ as pf (n) = f(n) + n. Then the condition f(n) ≤ f(n+ 1) + 1
translates into pf (n) ≤ pf (n+1), while the condition that f : Z→ J
′op is a
morphism of posets, i.e., f(n+1) ≤ f(n) translates to pf (n+1) ≤ pf (n)+1.
As f 7→ pf is a bijection of the set of maps from J to J
′ into itself, we see
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that the functions f : Z → J ′ defining perversities correspond bijectively
to the set of functions p : Z → J ′ such that p(n) ≤ p(n + 1) ≤ p(n) + 1,
for every n ∈ Z. This motivates the following (see [BBD82]).
Definition 2.20. A (Z,Z)-perversity U is said to be defined by a function
if there exists f : Z → Z such that U = (≥ f). The subset of (Z,Z)-
perversities defined by functions is denoted by Perv◦(Z,Z).
Lemma 2.21. The subset Perv◦(Z,Z) is a Z-sub-poset of Perv(Z,Z). It
is isomorphic via f 7→ (≥ f) with the Z-poset of nonincreasing functions
f : Z → Z such that f(n − 1) ≤ f(n) + 1 with the Z-action given by
(f ∔ 1)(n) = f(n+ 1) + 1.
Proof. As a function f : Z→ Z is uniquely determined by the collection of
upper sets [f(n),+∞) the set Perv◦(J, J ′) bijectivley corresponds to the
set of those functions f : Z → Z such that (≥ f) is a (Z,Z)-perversity. As
noticed above, these are precisely nonincreasing functions from Z to itself
such that f(n− 1) ≤ f(n)+1. This bijection is an isomorphism of posets,
as (≥ f1) ≤ (≥ f2) if and only if f1 ≤ f2 (in the standard poset structure
on the set of maps from Z to the poset Z). Finally, ((≥ f)∔ (−1))n = (≥
f)n+1 + 1 = [f(n+ 1) + 1,+∞) = (≥ (f ∔ 1))n, for any n ∈ Z.
Definition 2.22. A perversity function (on Z) is a function p : Z → Z
such that
p(n) ≤ p(n+ 1) ≤ p(n) + 1,
for every n ∈ Z. It is called a strict perversity function if
p(n+ 2) − 1 ≤ p(n) ≤ p(n+ 1) ≤ p(n) + 1,
for every n ∈ Z. The set perv
Z
of perversity functions is a poset with the
partial order induced by the inclusion perv
Z
⊆ Pos(Z,Z). It is a Z-poset
with the action (p∔ 1)(n) = p(n+ 1).
Remark 2.23. A perversity function (on Z) can be equivalently defined
as a function p : Z → Z such that
0 ≤ p(n)− p(m) ≤ n−m
for any n−m ≥ 0 and the strictness condition translates to the additional
condition p(n)− p(m) < n−m for n−m ≥ 2.
Basic examples of perversity functions are the zero perversity p(n) ≡ 0
and the identity perversity p(n) ≡ n. Another classical example is the
middle perversity p(n) ≡ ⌊n/2⌋. In particular, both the zero perversity
and the middle perveristy are examples of strict perversities.
Remark 2.24. In addition to the Z-action p 7→ p ∔ 1, the poset perv
Z
carries also another natural Z-action making it a Z-poset; namely, the
action (p+ 1)(n) = p(n) + 1. We will come back to this towards the end
of this section.
Remark 2.25. Notice that the Z-action on perversity functions is a mono-
tone action since, by definition of perversity function, we have p(n) ≤
p(n+ 1) and this precisely means p(n) ≤ (p ∔ 1)(n).
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Lemma 2.26. For every p : Z → Z, let fp : Z → Z be the map defined
by fp(n) = p(n) − n. Then p 7→ (≥ fp) is an isomorphism of Z-posets
between perv
Z
and Perv◦(Z,Z)
Proof. By Lemma 2.21 we only need to show that p 7→ fp is a monotone
Z-equivariant bijection between perv
Z
and the set of functions f : Z → Z
such that f(n) ≤ f(n− 1) ≤ f(n) + 1. That it is a bijection is immediate:
the inverse map is f 7→ pf , where pf (n) = f(n) + n. To see that it is an
isomorphism of posets, notice that fp1 ≤ fp2 if and only if p1(n) − n ≤
p2(n) − n for every n ∈ Z, and so if and only if p1(n) ≤ p2(n) for every
n ∈ Z. Finally, fp∔1(n) = (p∔ 1)(n)−n = p(n+1)−n = fp(n+1)+ 1 =
(fp ∔ 1)(n).
2.4.1 Perversities as slicings of the lattice Z × Z
Definition 2.27. An upper set U in O(J×J ′) is called a kinky upperset
if U ≤ U+ne 1, where ne is the “northwestern” action of Z on J×J
′ given
by (j, j′) +ne 1 = (j − 1, j
′ + 1). We denote by Kink(J × J ′) the poset of
kinky uppersets of J×J ′, with the poset structure induced by the inclusion
in O(J × J ′). it is a Z-poset with the “northwestern” action. We denote
by Kink◦(J × J ′) the Z-sub-poset of nontrivial kinky uppersets of J × J ′,
where the trivial upperstes are ∅ and J × J ′.
Lemma 2.28. The map Γ from Proposition 2.17 induces an isomorphism
of Z-posets
Γ: Perv(J, J ′)→ Kink(J × J ′).
Proof. Let U : J → O(J ′)op be a perversity, and let (j, j′) ∈ ΓU . Then
j′ ∈ Uj and so, by definition of perversity, j
′ + 1 ∈ Uj−1. Therefore
(j − 1, j′ + 1) ∈ ΓU , i.e., ΓU ≤ ΓU +ne 1. Vice versa, if U˜ is a kinky
upperset in J × J ′, let UU˜ the preimage in Pos(J,O(J
′)op)op of U˜ via Γ
(see the proof of Proposition 2.17). Then for any j ∈ J and any j′ ∈ UU˜;j
we have j′+1 ∈ UU˜ ;j−1 and so UU˜;j +1 ⊆ UU˜;j−1. So the isomorphism of
posets Pos(J,O(J ′)op)op → O(J×J ′) restricts to an isomorphism of posets
Perv(J, J ′) → Kink(J × J ′). To see that Γ: Perv(J, J ′) → Kink(J × J ′)
is also Z-equivariant, notice that, for every perversity U we have (j, j′) ∈
ΓU∔(−1) if and only if j
′ ∈ Uj+1 + 1. i.e., if and only if (j + 1, j
′ − 1) ∈
ΓU . This latter condition is equivalent to (j, j
′) ∈ ΓU +nw 1, so we find
ΓU∔(−1) = ΓU +nw 1.
Lemma 2.29. The map Γ from Proposition 2.17 induces an isomorphism
of Z-posets
Γ: Perv◦(Z,Z)→ Kink◦(Z× Z).
Proof. Let U be a kinky upper set that is not in the image of Γ. We
want to show that U = ∅ or U = Z × Z. To do this, we notice that a
kinky upperset U is in the image of Γ if and only if U is of the form (≥ f)
for a suitable function f : Z → Z, and that this is possible if and only if
Un 6= ∅,Z for every n ∈ Z. As U is kinky, if Un0 = ∅ for some n0, then
Un0+1+1 ⊆ Un0 = ∅, and so Un0+1 = ∅. Inductively, this gives Un = ∅ for
every n ≥ n0. On the other hand, since a kinky upperset is an upperset,
if there exists a nonempty Un with n < n0, then there exist an element
(n,m) in U and so, since (n,m) ≤ (n0,m), also (n0, m) ∈ U . But then
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m ∈ Un0 , which is impossible. So also the Un with n < n0 are empty and
therefore U = ∅. Similarly, if Un0 = Z for some n0, then Un = Z for every
n > n0 as U is an upperset, while the kinkiness condition Un + 1 ⊆ Un−1
implies that also Un0−1 = Z and so, inductively, that all Un with n < n0
are the whole of Z. That is, U = Z× Z in this case.
Lemma 2.30. The isomorphism of Z-modules ϕ : Z2 → Z2 given by
ϕ : (n, n′) 7→ (n+ n′, n′) induces an isomorphism of Z-posets
ϕ : Kink(Z× Z)
∼
−→ O(Z× Z),
where the Z-action on O(Z × Z) is the one induced by the “northern” Z-
action on Z2, namely, (n, n′)+1 = (n, n′+1). In particular ϕ induces an
isomorphism of Z-posets Kink◦(Z× Z)
∼
−→ O(Z× Z) \ {∅,Z× Z}.
Proof. A subset U of Z × Z is an upper set (in the product order) if and
only if U + K ⊆ U , where K is the Z-cone spanned by ( 10 ) and (
0
1 ),
while U is a kinky upperset if and only if U + Kkink ⊆ U , where Kkink
is the Z-cone spanned by ( 10 ) and (
−1
1 ). Morever the Z action on the
uppersets is generated by U 7→ U +( 01 ) and the the Z action on the kinky
uppersets is generated by U 7→ U +(−11 ), where in both cases the sum on
the right hand side is the sum in Z2. As ϕ : Z2 → Z2 is an isomorphism of
Z-modules with ϕ(Kkink) = K and ϕ (−11 ) = (
0
1 ), the statement follows
(ϕ is manifestly inclusion preserving).
Corollary 2.31. We have an isomorphism of Z-posets
perv
Z
∼
−→ O(Z× Z) \ {∅,Z× Z}
mapping a perversity function p to the image via the isomorphism ϕ : (n, n′) 7→
(n+ n′, n′) of the set {(n, n′) ∈ Z× Z such that n′ ≥ p(n)− n}.
Remark 2.32. The zero perversity function p(n) ≡ 0 corresponds to the
upper set {(n, n′) ∈ Z × Z such that n ≥ 0}; the identity perversity func-
tion p(n) ≡ n corresponds to the upper set {(n, n′) ∈ Z×Z such that n′ ≥
0}.
Remark 2.33. The two “missing” upper sets from O(Z×Z) \ {∅,Z×Z}
can be recovered by adding to the set perv
Z
of perversity functions the two
“constant infinite perversities”, i.e., the function p+∞ : Z→ Z∪{−∞,+∞}
defined by p+∞(n) = +∞ for every n ∈ Z and the function p−∞ : Z →
Z∪ {−∞,+∞} defined by p−∞(n) = −∞ for every n ∈ Z. The extended
set
p̂erv
Z
= perv
Z
∪ {p−∞, p+∞}
is naturally a Z-poset with p+∞ and p−∞ as maximum and minimum
element, respectively (so they are in particular Z-fixed points), and the
inclusion of perv
Z
into p̂erv
Z
is a morphism of Z-posets. Moreover, the
isomorphism of Z-posets perv
Z
∼
−→ O(Z × Z) \ {∅,Z × Z} from Corollary
2.31 extends to an isomorphism of Z-posets
p̂erv
Z
∼
−→ O(Z× Z).
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As well as the Z-action p 7→ p ∔ 1, also the action p 7→ p + 1 from
Remark 2.24 extends to a Z-action of p̂erv
Z
(again, p+∞ and p−∞ will be
fixed points). The isomorphism of posets p̂erv
Z
∼
−→ O(Z × Z) will then
transfer this Z-action to O(Z× Z) inducing on O(Z× Z) a Z-action such
that p̂erv
Z
∼
−→ O(Z × Z) is an isomorphism of posets with the Z-action
p 7→ p + 1 on the left hand side. More precisely, we have the following
result.
Proposition 2.34. We have an isomorphism of posets
p̂erv
Z
∼
−→ O(Z× Z)
mapping a perversity function p to the image via the isomorphism ϕ : (n, n′) 7→
(n+ n′, n′) of the set Sp = {(n, n
′) ∈ Z×Z such that n′ ≥ p(n)−n}, and
mapping the “infinite perversity functions” p−∞ and p+∞ to Z×Z and to
∅, respectively. Moreover, this is an isomorphism of Z-posets, where the
Z-action on the left is given by (p+1)(n) = p(n) + 1 and the Z-action on
the right is the one induced by the “northeastern” Z-action on Z2, namely,
(n, n′) + 1 = (n+ 1, n′ + 1).
Proof. After Corollary 2.31 and Remark 2.33, the only thing left to prove
is the Z-equivariancy of the isomorphism, i.e., that we have
ϕ(Sp+1) = ϕ(Sp) + ( 11 ) .
As ϕ is an isomorphism of Z-modules, this is equivalent to
Sp+1 = Sp + ( 01 ) ,
i.e., to the condition (n, n′) ∈ Sp+1 if and only if (n, n
′ − 1) ∈ Sp, which
is obvious.
Taking the opposite of the complement (or, equivalently, the comple-
ment of the opposite) gives an isomorphism of posets
O(Z× Z)
∼
−→ O(Z× Z)op
U 7→ (Z× Z) \ (−U),
where −U = {(−n,−n′) with (n, n′) ∈ U}. This isomorphisms changes
the northeastern action in its opposite, i.e., the “southwestern” action
(n, n′) + 1 = (n− 1, n′ − 1), so Proposition 2.34 immediatley gives
Corollary 2.35. We have an isomorphism of posets
p̂erv
op
Z
∼
−→ O(Z× Z)
mapping a perversity function p to the complement of the image via the
isomorphism ψ : (n, n′) 7→ (−n − n′,−n′) of the set Sp = {(n, n
′) ∈
Z×Z such that n′ ≥ p(n)−n}, and mapping the “infinite perversity func-
tions” p−∞ and p+∞ to ∅ and to Z × Z, respectively. Moreover, this is
an isomorphism of Z-posets, where the Z-action on the left is given by
(p+op 1)(n) = p(n)−1 and the Z-action on the right is the one induced by
the “northeastern” Z-action on Z2, namely, (n, n′) + 1 = (n+ 1, n′ + 1).
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2.5 Slicing the heart
Let D be a stable ∞-category and let t be a bounded t-structure on
D , i.e., equivalently, the datum of a Bridgeland Z-slicing of D . Let ♥t
denote the heart of t. Then an abelian Z-slicing of ♥t is the datum of an
extension t˜ of t to a Bridgeland Z ×lex Zˆ-slicing on D , where Zˆ denotes
the Z-poset consisting of Z endowed with the trivial Z-action, and the
morphism O(Z) → O(Z ×lex Zˆ) is induced by the projection on the first
factor Z×lex Zˆ → Z; see [FLM15, Section 5]. We will denote by ♥t;φ the
φ-th slice of the heart of t. In other words,
♥t;φ = Dt˜;(0,φ).
Notice that we have
♥t;φ[n] = Dt˜;(n,φ),
where [n] denotes the “shift by n” functor on D .
Example 2.36. Via the obvious inclusion of Z-posets {0, 1} →֒ Zˆ, any
torsion pair (♥t;0,♥t;1) on ♥t defines an abelian Z-slicing on ♥t.
Definition 2.37. Let t be a bounded t-structure on D . An abelian Z-
slicing tˆ on ♥t is called:
• perverse (or weak grading) if ♥t;φ ♥t;ψ[n] for φ > ψ + n;
• grading (or radical) if ♥t;φ♥t;ψ[n] for φ > ψ+n and for φ = ψ+n
with n ≥ 2;
• gluable if ♥t;φ ♥t;ψ[n] for φ > ψ and n > 0;
Remark 2.38. The definition of gluable abelian Z-slicing of ♥t is the
specialization of Definition 2.12 to J1 = Z and J2 = Zˆ.
Remark 2.39. Historically, grading filtrations first appeared in [Eke86]
under the name of ‘radical filtrations’.
Example 2.40. Let (♥t;0,♥t;1) be a torsion pair on ♥t. Then (♥t;0,♥t;1),
seen as an abelian Z-slicing, is grading. Namely, as ♥t;φ[n] = 0 for φ /∈
{0, 1}, the only nontrivial orthogonality conditions to be checked are:
- ♥t;0 ♥t;0[n] for n < 0;
- ♥t;0 ♥t;1[n] for n < −1;
- ♥t;1 ♥t;0[n] for n < 1;
- ♥t;1 ♥t;1[n] for n < 0.
These all follows from the orthogonality relation ♥t  ♥t[n] for n < 0,
except for ♥t;1 ♥t;0 which is true by definition of torsion pair.
Proposition 2.41. Let t be a bounded t-structure on D , and let t˜ be an
abelian Z-slicing on ♥t. If t˜ is gluable, then t˜ is grading.
Proof. Let φ and ψ be in Z with φ > ψ+ n. The orthogonality condition
♥t;φ  ♥t;ψ[n] is trivially satisfied if n < 0, so let us assume n ≥ 0. If
n = 0, then φ > ψ and the orthogonaliy condition ♥t;φ ♥t;ψ is satisfied
by definition of slicing. Finally, if n > 0, then we have φ > ψ and n > 0,
so ♥t;φ ♥t;ψ[n] by definition of gluable slicing. If φ = ψ+ n with n ≥ 2,
then in particular φ > ψ and n > 0, so again ♥t;φ ♥t;ψ[n].
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Proposition 2.42. Let t be a bounded t-structure on D , and let t˜ be a
perverse abelian Z-slicing on ♥t. Then, t˜ is gp-compatible, where
gp : Z×lex Zˆ→ Z×lex Zˆ
(n, φ) 7→ (n+ p(φ),−p(φ)),
for every strict perversity function p : Z → Z. If t˜ is grading, then t˜ is
gp-compatible for every perversity function p.
Proof. The map gp is Z-equivariant, as the action on the second factor
is the trivial one. Let (n, φ) and (m,ψ) in Z ×lex Zˆ with (n, φ) ≤ (m,ψ)
such that gp(n, φ) > gp(m,ψ) in Z ×lex Zˆ. By definition of gp this means
that we have
(n+ p(φ),−p(φ)) > (m+ p(ψ),−p(ψ))
in Z ×lex Z, i.e., that n + p(φ) > m + p(ψ) or that n + p(φ) = m + p(ψ)
and p(ψ) > p(φ). Similarly, the condition (n, φ) ≤ (m,ψ) means that
either n < m or n = m and φ ≤ ψ. By considering all possibilities, and
taking into account that a perversity function is nondecreasing, one sees
that there is actually a single case to deal with: p(φ) − p(ψ) > m − n,
with m > n and φ > ψ. If p is a perversity function, if φ > ψ then
0 ≤ p(φ)− p(ψ) ≤ φ− ψ,
so we have
φ ≥ ψ + p(φ)− p(ψ) > ψ +m− n.
Since t˜ is perverse, this implies ♥t;φ♥t;ψ[m−n], and so ♥t;φ[n]♥t;ψ [m],
i.e.,
Dt˜;(n,φ)  Dt˜;(m,ψ).
Concerning the orthogonality of Dt˜;(n,φ) and Dt˜;(m,ψ)[1], notice that from
φ ≥ ψ+p(φ)−p(ψ) > ψ+m−n it follows that either φ > ψ+m−n+1 or
φ = ψ+m−n+1 ≥ ψ+2. If φ > ψ+m−n+1, then reasoning as above
we find Dt˜;(n,φ)  Dt˜;(m,ψ)[1]. If φ = ψ+m− n+1 ≥ ψ+2, there are two
cases to be considered. In the first case, t˜ is perverse and the perversity
function p is strict. In the second case, we allow p to be any perversity,
but we put a restriction on t˜, which we require to be grading.
In the first case, as p is strict and φ ≥ ψ+2, we have p(φ)−p(ψ) < φ−ψ,
and so again φ > ψ +m − n + 1. In the second case, as m − n + 1 ≥ 2
and t˜ is grading, we have ♥t;φ ♥t;ψ[m − n+ 1], i.e., again
Dt˜;(n,φ)  Dt˜;(m,ψ)[1].
Remark 2.43. The proof of Proposition 2.42 makes it clear the meaning
of the otherwise obscure condition in the definition of grading abelian Z-
slicing: the condition on a shift by at least 2 in the definition of strict
perversity is traded for an orthogonality condition in the slicing.
Remark 2.44. By taking p to be the identity perversity, id : Z → Z, we
see that if t˜ is grading then t˜ is α-compatible, where α : Z×lex Zˆ→ Z×lex Zˆ
is the Z-equivariant map given by
α(n,m) = (n+m,−m).
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The proof of the following lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 2.45. Let β : Z×lex Zˆ→ Z×lex Z be the map defined by
β(n,m) = (n, n+m).
Then β is an isomorphism of Z-tosets. Moreover the diagram
Z×lex Zˆ
α
//
β

Z×lex Zˆ
β

Z×lex Z
e
// Z×lex Z
commutes, where e : Z× Z→ Z×Z is the exchange map e(n,m) = (m,n)
from Lemma 2.11 and α : Z ×lex Zˆ → Z ×lex Zˆ is the map α(n,m) =
(n+m,−m) from Remark 2.44.
Corollary 2.46. Let t be a bounded t-structure on D , and let let t˜ be
an abelian Z-slicing on ♥t. Then, in the notation of Lemma 2.45, t˜ is
α-compatible if and only if β∗t is gluable.
Proof. By Lemma 2.45 and Remark 2.4, t˜ is α-compatible if and only if t˜
is (β ◦α)-compatible, which happens if and only if t˜ is (e ◦ β)-compatible.
As β is an isomorphism of Z-tosets, we can write t = (β−1)∗β∗t, and so, by
Remark 2.4 again, t˜ is (e◦β)-compatible if and only if β∗t is e-compatible.
By Remark 2.38, this is equivalent to saying that β∗t is gluable.
From Proposition 2.41 and Remark 2.44 we immediately get the fol-
lowing
Corollary 2.47. Let t be a bounded t-structure on D , and let let t˜ be an
abelian Z-slicing on ♥t. If t˜ is grading, then β∗t is gluable. In particular,
if t˜ is grading, then also β∗t is grading.
Proposition 2.48. Let t be a bounded t-structure on D , and let let t˜ be a
grading abelian Z-slicing on ♥t. For every perversity p, let γp : Z×lex Zˆ→
Z the Z-equivariant morphism given by
γp : (n, φ) 7→ n+ p(φ).
Then
• t˜ is γp-compatible;
• (γp)!˜t is a bounded t-structure on D ;
• the map
Ψ: pervop
Z
→ ts(D)
p 7→ (γp)!˜t,
is a morphism of Z-posets, where on the left we have the Z-action
(p+1)(n) = p(n)+1 and on the right the Z-action given by the shift
in D ;
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• Ψ uniquely extends to a morphism of Z-posets
Ψ: p̂erv
op
Z
→ ts(D)
preserving maxima and minima.
Proof. Let gp : Z ×lex Zˆ → Z ×lex Zˆ the map defined in Proposition 2.42
As t˜ is grading, by Proposition 2.42, t˜ is gp-compatible. The projection on
the first factor, π1 : Z×lex Zˆ→ Z is a morphism of Z-tosets, so by Remark
2.3 every Z ×lex Zˆ-slicing is π1-compatible. In particular, (gp)!t is π1-
compatible. Therefore, by Proposition 2.10, t is (π1 ◦ gp)-compatible. As
π1 ◦gp = γp, this precisely says that t is γp-compatible. We therefore have
a Bridgeland Z-slicing, i.e., a bounded t-structure, (γp)!t on D . The map
Ψ is monotone and Z-equivariant. Indeed, the t-structure Ψp is defined
by the upper category
D(γp)! t˜;≥0 = 〈Dt;(n,φ)〉(n,φ)∈γ−1p ([0,+∞))
.
If p1 ≥
op p2, then p1 ≤ p2 and so n + p1(φ) ≥ 0 implies n + p2(φ) ≥ 0,
and so γ−1p1 ([0,+∞)) ⊆ γ
−1
p2 ([0,+∞)). This gives D(γp1 )! t˜;≥0 ⊆ D(γp2 )! t˜;≥0,
i.e.,
D(γp1 )! t˜
≥ D(γp2 )! t˜
in the parial order on ts(D). Similarly, n+ (p+op 1)(φ) ≥ 0 if and only if
n+ p(φ) ≥ 1 and so
D(γp+1)! t˜;≥0 = D(γp)! t˜;≥1 = D(γp)! t˜;≥0[1].
Finally, Ψ trivially (and uniquely) extends to p̂erv
op
Z
preserving maxima
and minima.
Recalling Corollary 2.35 and Proposition 2.41 we finally get the result
we were aiming to.
Theorem 2.49. Let t be a bounded t-structure on D , and let let t˜ be a glu-
ing abelian Z-slicing on ♥t. Then t˜ explicitly induces a natural morphism
of Z-posets
Ψ: O(Z× Z)→ ts(D)
such that for every proper upper set in Z×Z, the corresponding t-structure
on D is bounded.
Remark 2.50. By Proposition 2.48, one sees that Theorem 2.49 is ac-
tually true under the weaker assumption that t˜ is grading. Moreover,
by restricting to the Z-sub-poset of O(Z × Z) consisting of the image in
O(Z×Z) of strict perversities, Theorem 2.49 holds under the even weaker
assumption that t˜ is perverse. We preferred to state it under the stronger
assumption of a gluable t˜ to make its use in the examples below more
immediate. See however Subsection 3.1.2 for an geometrically interesting
example involving a perverse abelian slicing.
Remark 2.51. The morphism Ψ can be thought of as a (Z × Z)-slicing
of D , but one has to keep in mind that the poset Z×Z indexing the slices
(and so the cohomologies) is now not totally ordered. This is a possibly
subtle point, so let us spend a few more words on it. An abelian Z-slicing
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t˜ of ♥t is by definition a (Z ×lex Zˆ)-slicing, and by Lemma 2.45, this is
equivalently a (Z ×lex Z)-slicing. So going from an abelian slicing of the
heart to a (Z ×lex Z)-slicing of D is a trivial step. What is nontrivial is
going from an abelian slicing of the heart to a (Z×Z)-slicing of D , where
now the poset structure on Z×Z is given by the product order and not by
the lexicographic order. And indeed this can generally not be done for an
arbitrary abelian slicing of the heart, and here is where the property of the
abelian slicing to be grading comes in. Finally, to emphasize once more
how going from a (Z×lexZ)-slicing to a (Z×Z)-slicing is a nontrivial step,
consider how there are many more upper sets in Z× Z than in Z×lex Z.
Remark 2.52. Describing the bounded t-structure on D associated by
Theorem 2.49 to a proper upper set U of Z × Z is a bit involved, but it
is a completely explicit procedure. To begin with, recall that a bounded
t-structure is completely determined by its heart, so we only need to give
a description of the heart ♥U associated with U . To do this, notice that
the perveristy function associated to U is
pU (n) = n+min{n
′ ∈ Z such that (n, n′) /∈ ψ−1(U)}
where ψ−1(n, n′) = (−n + n′,−n′). The heart ♥U is then the extension
closed subcategory of D generated by the slices D(−pU (n),n) of t˜.
Example 2.53. If U = {(n, n′) such that n′ ≥ 1}, then ψ(U) = {(n, n′) such
that n′ ≤ −1} and so pU (n) = n. Therefore, ♥U = 〈D(−n,n)〉n∈Z in this
case. If U = {(n, n′) such that n ≥ 1}, then ψ(U) = {(n, n′) such that n′ ≤
−n− 1} and so pU (n) = 0. Therefore, ♥U = 〈D(0,n)〉n∈Z in this case.
A more explict description of the perverse hearts of D is as follows.
Theorem 2.54. Let t be a bounded t-structure on D , and let let t˜ be a
gluing abelian Z-slicing on ♥t. Let U be an upper set of Z × Z and let p
be the corresponding perversity. Then the preverse heart ♥p = ♥U of D
is the full subcategory of D on those objects X such that
Hnt (X)[−n] ∈ 〈♥t;n′〉n′∈p−1(−n)
for every n ∈ Z, where Hnt (X) is the n-th cohomology object of X in the
t-structure t and {♥t;n′}n′∈Z are the slices of the heart ♥t of t for the
abelian Z-slicing t˜.
Proof. Denote by tp the t-structure on D associated with the perversity
function p. Then the lower subcategory Dtp;<0 and the upper subcategory
Dtp;≥0 of D are defined, by Proposition 2.42, as
Dtp;<0 = 〈Dt˜;(n,n′)〉n+p(n′)<0; Dtp;≥0 = 〈Dt˜;(n,n′)〉n+p(n′)≥0.
These can be equivalently described as
Dtp;<0 = {X ∈ D such that H
(n,n′)
t˜
(X) = 0 for n+ p(n′) ≥ 0};
Dtp;≥0 = {X ∈ D such that H
(n,n′)
t˜
(X) = 0 for n+ p(n′) < 0},
see, e.g., [FLM15, Remark 4.27]. Therefore
♥p = {X ∈ D such that H
(n,n′)
t˜
(X) = 0 for n+ p(n′) 6= 0}.
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Equivalently, this means that
♥p = {X ∈ D such that H
n
t (X) ∈ 〈♥t;n′ [n]〉p(n′)=−n}.
Example 2.55. Let k ∈ Z and let χ[k,+∞) : Z→ {0, 1} the characteristic
function of the interval [k,+∞). Seen as a function from Z to Z, the
function χ[k,+∞)is a perversity function of a very special kind: it is a
perversity function taking exactly two values. Moreover, it is easy to see
that –up to an additive constant– perversity functions taking exactly two
values are precisely characteristic functions of upper intervals in Z. We
have
χ−1[k,+∞)(−n) =


∅ if n 6= −1, 0
[k,+∞) if n = −1
(−∞, k) if n = 0.
Therefore the perverse heart ♥
χ
−1
[k,+∞)
of D is the full subcategory of D
on those objects X such that

Hnt (X[1]) = 0 if n 6= 0, 1
H0t (X[1]) = 〈♥t;n′〉n′∈[k,+∞)
H1t (X[1]) = 〈♥t;n′ [1]〉n′∈(−∞,k)
for every n ∈ Z. In other words, ♥
χ
−1
[k,+∞)
is (up to a shift by 1) the heart
of the tilted t-structure obrained by tilting t with the torsion theory on
♥t given by F = 〈♥t;n′〉n′∈(−∞,k) and T = 〈♥t;n′〉n′∈[k,+∞).
3 A zoo of examples
The upshot of Theorem 2.49 is that out of a gluing abelian Z-slicing on
the heart of a bounded t-structure on a stable∞-category D we explicitly
get a natural morphism of Z-posets
Ψ: O(Z× Z)→ ts(D),
which, on the subset of perversities, acts as
Ψ: pervop
Z
→ ts(D)
p 7→ (γp)! t˜,
see Proposition 2.42. We can build this way whole new classes of ‘perverse’
t-structures on D . In this section we present a few examples, reinterpret-
ing and rediscovering a few classical results from the literature on perverse
t-structures within the unifying framework provided by the construction
presented in the main section of the article.
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3.1 An example from algebra and one from geom-
etry
3.1.1 The nonstandard t-structure from Koszul duality
An instance of a nonstandard construction of a t-structure lies within the
theory of Koszul duality. Namely, under suitable finiteness and semisim-
plicity assumptions, if B and Bˇ are Koszul dual algebras, then there is
an equivalence of stable ∞-categories Db(gmod(Bˇ))
∼
−→ Db(gmod(B)),
where gmod(Bˇ) and gmod(B) are the categories of finitely generated
graded modules over Bˇ and B, respectively; see [BGS96]. This equiv-
alence, however, does not preserve the standard t-structures, and the
standard t-structure on Db(gmod(Bˇ)) is mapped to a nonstandard ‘di-
agonal’ t-structure Db(gmod(B)). This diagonal t-structure is actually
an example of perverse t-structure deriving from a gluable abelian slicing
on the standard heart of Db(gmod(Bˇ)). Namely, the standard heart ♥t
of Db(gmod(B)) is the abelian category of finitely generated Z-graded
B-modules. For φ ∈ Z, denote by ♥t;φ the full subcategory of ♥t consist-
ing of modules concentrated in degree φ. Clearly, this defines an abelian
Z-slicing t˜ on ♥t. Following [BGS96] we have
ExtnB(Mφ,Mψ) = 0
for n > ψ−φ, for any modulesMφ ∈ ♥t;φ andMψ ∈ ♥t;ψ . In particular, if
φ > ψ and n > 0 we have♥t;φ♥t;ψ[n], and so t˜ is a gluable slicing. There-
fore, for every perversity p we have a bounded perverse t-structure (γp)! t˜
on Db(gmod(B)). By choosing p to be the identity perversity id: Z → Z
we get a distinguished perverse t-structure (γid)!t˜ on D
b(gmod(B)). This
is precisely the ‘diagonal’ t-structure considered in [BGS96].
3.1.2 Strictly perverse coherent sheaves
Let X be a smooth projective variety over C 3 and let D = Db(Coh(X)),
the (bounded) derived category of coherent sheaves on X, endowed with
its canonical heart ♥ = Coh(X). Then there is an abelian {0, · · · ,dimX}-
slicing on ♥ given by defining ♥i as the full subcategory of Coh(X) on
coherent sheaves with support of pure codimension i, for each 0 ≤ i ≤
dimX. We can see {♥i}0≤i≤dimX as an abelian Z-slicing of ♥ via the
obvious Z-poset embedding {0, · · · ,dimX} ⊆ Zˆ. By Serre duality and
Grothendieck vanishing, if E and F are coherent sheaves on X then
Extn(E ,F ) = 0 for n < dim supp(F )− dim supp(E ).
Equivalently, this can be rewritten as D(E ,F [n]) = 0 for n < i − j, for
any E in ♥i and F in ♥j , i.e., ♥i  ♥j [n] for i > j + n. In other words,
{♥i}0≤i≤dimXn is a perverse abelian Z-slicing on Coh(X). Therefore,
by Theorem 2.49 and Remark 2.51, with any strict perversity function
p is associated a perverse t-structure on D , i.e., one gets a lattice of t-
structures on D parametrized by strict perversities. The heart of these per-
verse t-structures are the perverse coherent sheaves constructed in [AB10],
3This assumption can be greatly weakened, see [AB10].
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while the lattice of t-structures on D associated with the abelian Z-slicing
{♥i}0≤i≤dimX is the ‘distributive lattice of t-structures’ from [Bon13].
3.2 Gluable slicings from baric structures
The notion of a bounded Bridgeland Zˆ-slicing is not new: it already ap-
pears in literature under other names. Namely, it is no more than an
infinite version of a semiorthogonal decomposition in the sense of [Kuz14],
or a ‘baric structure’ as defined in [AT11]. These are a rich source of
gluable abelian Z-slicings. Namely, given a baric structure {Dn}n∈Z on a
stable∞-category D together with the datum of a bounded t-structure on
each of the stable subcategories Dn, we can look at this as the datum of a
Zˆ×lex Z-slicing tˆ on D . If tˆ is gluable, then e!tˆ is a gluable Z×lex Zˆ-slicing
of D , by Lemma 2.14. By the results in Section 2.5, e! tˆ is equivalently an
abelian slicing on the heart ♥t of the bounded t-structure t on D defined
by the composition
O(Z)→ O(Z×lex Zˆ)
e! tˆ−−→ ts(D).
and so it is a gluable abelian slicing. Moreover, and remarkably, the
gluability of tˆ can be easily explicited. Namely, spelling out Definition
2.12, we see that tˆ is gluable if and only if Di;≥0  Dj;0 for any i < j. As
Di;≥0 is generated by the subcategories D
♥
i [k] for k ≥ 0, this is equivalent
to D♥i  D
♥
j [n] whenever i < j and n ≤ 0. This generalizes the gluability
condition from Example 2.13.
3.2.1 Gluability and the Beilinson-Soule´ conjecture
The existence of motives, which is still an open question in general, was
conjectured by Grothendieck in order to build a universal Weil cohomol-
ogy theory for schemes: the ‘motivic cohomology’. Following this input,
Deligne observed that it could be easier to construct first a triangulated
category (the ‘mixed’ motives) which should play the role of the derived
category of motives, and later recover the abelian category of motives as
the heart of a bounded t-structure on mixed motives. Finally, Voedvod-
skij succeded in constructing a triangulated category of mixed rational
motives over a characteristic zero field k. This triangulated category con-
tains, for any n ∈ Z, a ‘Tate object’ Q(n) that represents the n-th motivic
cohomology functor. Let DTM
k
be the category of mixed rational Tate
motives, i.e., by definition, the triangulated4 subcategory of the Voed-
vodskij category of mixed motives over k generated by the Tate objects.
Denote by (DTM
k
)m the triangulated subcategory of DTM
k
generated
by Q(m). One has an isomorphisms of groups
DTM
k
(Q(i),Q(j)[n]) = K2(j−i)−n(k)
(j−i)
4As, up to our knowledge, a description of the stable ∞-category of mixed motives is not
available in the literature, in this subsection we stick to the more traditional 1-categorical
setup of triangulated categories. The same consideration applies to the examples considered
in the subsequent subsections.
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where Ka(k) is the a-th higher K-theory group of the point Spec(k) and
Ka(k)
(b) is the weight b summand of Ka(k) ⊗Z Q with respect to the
Adams action.
By dimensional reasons, the right hand side vanishes for i > j and for
i = j with n 6= 0. In other words, the Tate objects form an infinite excep-
tional collection on DTM
k
which is clearly full by definition. By the gen-
eral theory of semiorthogonal decomposition, this implies that the trian-
gulated subcategories (DTM
k
)m with m ∈ Z are the slices of a baric struc-
ture on DTM
k
and that each of these slices is equivalent to Db(Q-Vect),
the bounded derived category of finite-dimensional Q-vector spaces, via
an equivalence mapping Q(m) to Q. Since Db(Q-Vect) is a bounded de-
rived category, it comes equipped with a canonical bounded t-structure.
The equivalences (DTM
k
)m ≃ D
b(Q-Vect) then endow each slice of the
baric structure with a bounded t-structure, whose heart (DTM
k
)♥m is the
abelian category generated by Q(m). The datum of these canonical t-
structures on the slices of the baric structure {(DTM
k
)m}m∈Z defines a
Bridgeland Zˆ×lex Z slicing on DTMk which, by the result in Section 3.2,
is gluable if and only if
(DTM
k
)♥i  (DTMk)
♥
j [n]
whenever i < j and n ≤ 0. As (DTM
k
)♥m is generated by Q(m), the
gluability condition is equivalent to
DTM
k
(Q(i),Q(j)[n]) = 0
whenever i < j and n ≤ 0, and therefore to
K2(j−i)−n(k)
(j−i) = 0
whenever i < j and n ≤ 0. This is exactly the Beilinson-Soule´ standard
vanishing conjecture, which is known to hold, for instance, when k is a
number field due to Borel’s computation of the ranks of K-theory groups
in this case [Bor74]. When the conjecture holds, by applying e! we get a
Bridgeland Z ×lex Zˆ-slicing on DTMk and thus in particular a bounded
t-structure whose heart contains the desired unmixed Tate motives over k.
In other words, we recover a well known but nontrivial fact (see [Lev93])
using an abstract and very general reasoning: assuming the Beilinson-
Soule´ conjecture is true, (Tate) motives exist.
Moreover, following the reasoning recalled at the beginning of this Section,
we also get a t-structure on DTM
k
for each perversity function on Z.
These are the ‘perverse motives’ appearing in [SW18].
3.2.2 Three more examples
There are a number of other constructions in literature which are a par-
ticular case of the one we presented here. Just to mention a few, in [Bei]
Beilinson defines a notion of ’filtered structure’ on a triangualted category.
This is no more than a baric structure {Dn}n∈Zˆ with some additional data
and properties. Starting with a t-structure on D0, Beilinson rearranges
it into a t-structure on D . One can easily check that the axioms of a fil-
tered structure guarantee that it defines a gluable Zˆ×lexZ-slicing and that
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the distinguished t-structure obtained by gluing coincides with Beilinson’s
new t-structure on D .
In [Mac07], Macr´ı starts with a finite ‘Ext exceptional’ collection on a
certain triangualted cateogory D and get a distinguished t-structure on D .
This construction actually goes along the exact lines sketched in Subsec-
tion 3.2.1. Namely, when translated into the language of this note, a finite
exceptional collection is just a baric structure with finitely many nonzero
slices, all equivalent to the derived categogry of finite-dimensional vector
spaces over some fixed field, and the condition of being ‘Ext exceptional’
is identified with the gluability condition.
Finally, a possibly more exotic instance is in [Hen17]. Here, start-
ing with a suitable R-slicing on the Fukaya category D0 of a symplectic
manifold M , Hensel builds a t-structure on the Fukaya category D of
C×M . This is done by embedding D0 into a triangulated category D as
the zeroth slice of a baric structure. Lemma 7.1 from [Hen17] can then be
reformulated as our gluability condition, and the distinguished t-structure
obtained by gluing is seen to be the t-structure on the Lagrangian cobor-
dism category exhibited by [Hen17].
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